COMPANY OVERVIEW

How we deliver our business

Trade keeps the world moving night and day, developing global economies and growing prosperity for billions. DP World makes trade happen – with a range of businesses adding value at key stages in the supply chain, and helping to move cargo to thousands of destinations around the world.

FACILITIES

We do it through marine and inland terminals, industrial and economic zones, logistics solutions and maritime services that complement each other and add value for our customers. We achieve it through using the latest digital technologies and continually innovating to enable change, challenging the status quo in everything we do.

EMPLOYEES

Our family of more than 38,000 employees make it happen, bringing their experience and expertise to position our business as a global leader. Our culture of innovation and ideas, from simple improvements to major changes that disrupt the way we do business, is embraced by all.

PARTNERS

And by building on our partnerships with all our stakeholders, we continue to pursue our vision — to lead the future of world trade.

PORTS AND TERMINALS

To meet the needs of dynamic global supply chains, DP World develops and operates trade-enabling, strategically located, and state of the art infrastructure and services, including marine terminals, inland terminals, and cruise terminals.

Visit our website for more information:

dpworld.com
We continue to seek opportunities in complementary sectors in the global supply chain and will maintain capital expenditure discipline by bringing on capacity in line with demand.
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PARKS, LOGISTICS AND ECONOMIC ZONES

To provide end-to-end customer experience, we deliver integrated solutions across the containerised value chain, including industrial parks, economic zones, and logistics services.

Visit our website for more information: dpworld.com

MARITIME SERVICES

To complement our global trade services, we provide maritime solutions through a wide portfolio of specialist vessels, river barging, chartering and port services. To leverage our experience, we are developing world-class marinas to create a lifestyle destination for yachting enthusiasts.

Visit our website for more information: dpworld.com